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Abstract: A flexible E‐shaped patch antenna that is particularly easy to fabricate, is presented. E‐shaped patch antennas
traditionally acts as wideband microstrips. Here, first a novel folded L‐shaped feed is used for improved wideband
operation. Then, multiband operation is enabled through scaling and tight packing with low mutual coupling. The antenna
equivalent circuit is presented, and the principles of operation at the two modes of the antenna are discussed. The
traditional design undergoes a clever modification to allow it for particularly easy fabrication, which minimizes the need for
complex tools and enables a low budget manufacturing, and the methodology for this modification is presented. The
fabricated prototype exhibits fractional bandwidth larger than 20% with extremely small total antenna dimensions 18 mm
× 19 mm (about λ0/4 × λ0/4 at the centre frequency). The proposed design can be particularly useful in multiband array
configurations through the demonstrated scaling and tight packing, as well as for wearable applications.
1. Introduction and Overview
The increase in the bandwidth of the reliable and
easily manufacturable microstrip antennas has been an
important area of research during the past decade, and is
also the main focus of this work. Various methods to
increase the bandwidth have been proposed [1]-[4], however
these methods often increase the geometry complexity and
the difficulty of fabrication.
In this paper, additional capabilities of the E-shaped
patch antenna [5]-[9] are explored. An E-shaped patch
antenna with centre frequency 5 GHz (for applications at the
IEEE 802.11a/n/ac/ax standards) is proposed. The proposed
antenna is fabricated on just one surface of a metal sheet via
printing, etching or milling and folded appropriately
afterwards. In this way the use of conductive glue for
assembling the geometry is avoided and thus the parasitic
phenomena due to the use of the glue are also avoided. The
antenna is significantly smaller in length, width and height
than others in present literature (e.g. [1,3,6,8]). The Eshaped patch antenna has adjacent resonances which result
to wider bandwidth compared to the rectangular patch. By
means of comparison, the simulated bandwidth is above 20%
(versus 16.5 % in [5], 9% in [7], 9% in [8]) while the
efficiency is over 80%. Compared to [9] and [10] the
shorting wall offers proper support which is necessary due
to the use of the air dielectric substrate. The size of the
ground plane is smaller as well, while it will be shown that
by using the same area as [5], dual band operation can be
supported through geometry parameterization in conjunction
with frequency scaling, which allows tighter packing. A
slight increase in height ([11], [12]), to facilitate the
placement of the L-shaped feeding probe, which acts as an
equivalent resonant circuit between the patch and the feed
and alters the quality factor of the structure, further
enhances the bandwidth. This is because the structure has

one resonance due to the patch (i.e., parallel RLC resonant
circuit), and a second resonance due to the series
combination of the inductance (L) and resistance (R) offered
by L-shaped probe, along with the capacitance (C) which is
due to the energy stored between the probe-ground and the
probe-patch. The broadband operation of the antenna is also
due to this double resonance [13]. Other methods can also
be used to increase the fractional bandwidth (such as the use
of slots [2]-[4], lower permittivity dielectric [8], or different
feeding methods [12], [15]-[17]), however they also increase
antenna complexity, which in this work is kept at minimum.
More interesting and recent works have focused on wearable
textile antennas [18], circular polarization [19,20], its
application for LTE communications [21], the design using
transmission line mode theory [9], and an omnidirectional
implementation on a cylinder [22].
2. Preliminary Design and Simulated Results
The simulation of each antenna has been carried out
with the Zeland IE3D™ simulator which utilizes the method
of moments. All measurement were carried out with the
Hewlett Packard 8510C vector network analyzer. The
design of the E-shaped antenna (Fig. 1) requires several
steps. First a rectangular patch is designed using the
empirical microstrip antenna design equations and
methodology [15]. Then, the patch width dimension W is
divided in three equal strips. The middle strip is made
slightly wider, which is important to ensure that in the far
field the magnetic field will not vanish as the current
distribution on the middle strip will be greater than the
current distribution on the other strips.
A resonance is created due to the current flowing
from strip #1 to strip #2. If the strips had the same width, a
portion of the absorbed power from the source would not be
radiated and would thus be lost. Through the three different
resonances of the structure [5], the electric field of the
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anttenna can be controlled by
y the width off the gap betw
ween
thee strips (W
W112, W23) annd by the length of their
t
inteerconnecting lines (L12, L233). In particulaar, increasing any
of these parameeters (L12, L23, W12 or W23) causes the third
t
o
hand deecreasing L12, L23,
ressonance to vannish. On the other
W12 or W23 shiffts the third resonance toowards the ceentre
ressonance.
Figure 1 shows the geeometry of thhe preliminaryy Eshaaped antennaa. The anteenna howeveer has a major
m
diffference from
m others (e.g. [5]) as it haas a significaantly
sm
maller (18 mm
m × 19 mm) ground
g
plane. The thicknesss of
thee substrate (aiir) is 3 mm. The
T three edgge-shorted parrallel
cop
pper strips (ddenoted withh 1, 2 and 3 in Fig. 1) are
eleectrically couppled (i.e. conn
nected) to eachh other using two
meetal sections L12 and L23. The patch has dimensions Wp ×
Lp (15.5 mm × 11.8 mm) and is located at
a the edge off the
gro
ound plane. Alll dimensions are listed in T
Table 1.
The patcch is fed usin
ng the foldedd L-shaped prrobe
meethod, which is
i an importannt part of the presented dessign.
The feed consissts of an L-sh
haped wire whose
w
tip is along
and
d underneath the axis of strip #2. Thee remaining wire
w
secction outside tthe patch is folded
fo
by 90 (see Fig. 1). The
dott ( ) at the cenntre of strip #2
# indicates thhe location off the
folded L-shapedd probe. The L-shaped proobe increasess the
ban
ndwidth becaause it acts as a resonannt circuit (folded
mo
onopole) as seeen in Fig. 2aa between thee antenna and
d the
feeed, as shown from its equiivalent circuitt in Fig. 2b. This
T
ressonant circuit alters the quuality factor Q of the struccture
beccause the couppled feeding offers
o
lower Q factor [15] and,
as seen also from
m (1), the band
dwidth increases.

BW 
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1
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The extraaction of the equivalent
e
circuit is compriised
of four
f
parts: a) the
t L-probe seection (RL in series), b) thee TL
equuivalent of thhe horizontal L-probe secction outside the
patcch (distributedd vertical RLss), c) the TL equivalent off the
horizontal L-pro
obe section inside
i
the paatch (distribuuted
horizontal RLs),, and the eq
quivalent circuuit of the paatch
placced at the feeed at distancee y0 (RLC) [13]. The resonnant
anteenna structuree is represented by a paralleel RLC resonaator.

(a)



(b)
Figg. 2. Equivalennt of L-Shapedd probe feed.
(a) grounded monopole,
(b) RLC circuit (adopted
(a
from [13]).

y
x
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(

z
x
(
(b)
g. 1. The tradiitional E-shapped patch antennna.
Fig
(a)) Top view, (bb) side view.

For the wire
w to feed the
t antenna, it
i is key that the
totaal horizontal section
s
of the L-shaped feedding probe cen
ntre
connductor in (2) is about λ/4 lo
ong. Practically, the currentt on
the wire excitess a magnetic field, whichh in turn exccites
w
currrent on the antenna. Thhe vertical part of the wire
stim
mulates a maggnetic field which
w
is parallel to the anteenna
planne and therefoore does not induce
i
currennt on the antennna.
Eveen though thee height of thhe probe doees not affect the
resoonances, it aff
ffects the banddwidth. Throuugh optimization,
it was
w determineed that the heiight of the proobe results to the
widdest bandwidtth when it is at 55% of the
t patch height.
Alsso it is impoortant that th
he L-shaped probe does not
function like a transmission line, which means that two
wires with a totaal length of λ//4 and λ+λ/4 will not prodduce
the same results. Actually thee L-shaped prrobe resemblees a
na. Lastly, forr the radius off the
grouunded λ/4 moonopole antenn
probbe the realistiic value of 0.5
5 mm was useed, and this vaalue
cann vary slightlyy if necessary.. Simulations for the L-shaaped
probbe were madde by design
ning a 3D metallic
m
octagoonal
pipeelined structurre.
A comparrison of infiniite versus finiite ground shoows
19.33% bandwidthh for the infinnite ground annd 20.2% for the
finiite (Fig. 3). Th
he lower and upper
u
cutoff frequencies
f
f L, f U ,
the three resonaant frequenciies f1, f2, f3, and the cenntral
T
2. For the
t finite ground
freqquency fC are all listed in Table
design, the midd
dle resonance is overcouplled and absorrbed
2

by the adjacent ones while the
t central freequency shifts by
onlly 2% and a sslight increasee in the fractioonal bandwidtth is
obsserved. Thesee results validdate the minimal effect off the
min
niaturization oof the ground plane.
Figure 4 shows the currrent distributiion on the surrface
of the upper sidee of the patch. There are 2 resonances
r
on
n the
pattch: (a) the low
west frequenccy resonance is
i that of a typpical
λ/4
4 patch with thhe respective current obserrved (Fig. 4a). (b)
The second (middle) resonan
nce is one whhere strips #1 and
#2 act as a single strip and theeir total currennt flows into strip
#3.. In this resonnance the slot between
b
strips #1 and #2 iss not
seeen by the RF
F current, andd a λ/2 E-fieeld distributioon is
forrmed under sstrip #3. (c) The third (hiighest frequenncy)
ressonance woulld be the ressult of a λ/22 resonance with
w
currrent flowing from strip #2 to strip #1, however in this
stru
ucture this reesonance is abbsorbed by thhe adjacent ones.
o
Tab
ble 2 shows other values off interest.
The simuulated gain of the antenna (shown in Fig.. 5a)
is above
a
2.47 dB
Bi with a maxiimum of 3.24 dBi. The anteenna
effficiency (Fig. 5b) indicates the radiated power
p
the anteenna
draaws from thee source and
d is higher tthan the aveerage
bro
oadband micrrostrip antennna (which is about
a
80% [2
23]),
and
d that is an advantage of
o the air suubstrate that has
neg
gligible loss aand does not store
s
power. The
T simulatedd and
thee measured co and cross polar radiatioon pattern off the
anttenna for eacch resonance in E and H plane (Fig. 6)
6 is
stab
ble throughouut the entire baandwidth.
Ta
able 1 Dimenssions of Prelim
minary Antennna
Parram. Length λ0 Param
m. Length
(mm)
(mm)
Gro
ound
E-sshaped
Pattch
E-P
Patch
Possition
L-sshaped
pro
obe
Strrips

λ0

18
15.5
11.5
1.5

0.312
0.268
0.199
0.026

LG
Ladd
H

19
0.3
3

0.3329
0.0005
0.0051

Loffseet
Lf
W1,W
W3
W2
W12,W
, 23

2.25
6.25
3
3.5
3

0.039
0.108
0.051
0.06
0.051

Wf
H
L12
L23

5.75
1.65
1.5
1
19

0.0099
0.0028
0.0025
0.0017

fL (lower cutoff)
f1 (1st resonance)
f2 (2nd resonance)
f3 (3rd resonance)
fU (upper cutoff)
fC (central)
ΔffBW

44.64 GHz
4
4.81
GHz
5
5.37
GHz
5
5.54
GHz
5
5.64
GHz
5
5.14
GHz
19.37 %

Strip #3
3

Strip #2
2

Strip #1
1

WG
WP
LP
Le

Ta
able 2 Importaant (Simulated
d) Antenna Freequencies
Infinite Groound
Finitee Ground

Figg. 3. Simulated return loss for finite andd infinite ground
planne size. The small
s
ground plane
p
size doees not reduce the
banndwidth (19.3%
% for infinite ground and 20.2%
2
for finitte).

Figg. 4. Top view current distriibution at (left
ft) 4.7 GHz, (riight)
5.45 GHz.

(aa)

4.53 GHz
G
4.68 GHz
G
5.42 GHz
G
G
5.55 GHz
5.04 GHz
G
20.22 %

(bb)
Figg. 5. Simulatedd parameters of the propossed antenna with
w
a finnite ground plane, illustratting a highly efficient
ef
radiation
withh low losses.
(a) gain), (b) effiiciency.
3

Thee measured retturn loss of thhe antenna is shown
s
in Fig. 8b,
andd is in good aggreement withh the simulated. Table 3 shoows
detaails of the imp
portant frequencies of the anntenna.

aa)

c)

b)

d)

Fig
g. 6. Simulateed and measuured radiation patterns off the
pro
oposed antennna. The patterns havee similar shhape
thrroughout the bbandwidth.
(a)) E-plane at f1 = 4.67 GHz,, (b) E-plane at f2 = 5.42 GHz,
G
(c) H-plane at f1 = 4.67 GHz, (d) H-plane at
a f2 = 5.42 GH
Hz.
3. Modified G
Geometry without
w
Back
kground for
Ease of Fa
abrication
The pressented antennna has a major drawback: Its
gro
ound plane annd patch musst be fabricateed separately and
theen welded toggether. This in
ncreases the capacitance
c
off the
anttenna which inn turn shifts thhe resonant frrequency in a way
thaat is not easy tto specify withhout a simulattion.
To resolvve this drawbaack, the antennna of Fig. 7(a) is
pro
oposed. The pproposed modified antenna can be fabriccated
by using a singlle copper sheeet. The patchh is moved to
o the
edg
ge of the grround plane so that its lower
l
left co
orner
coiincides with thhe lower left corner of the ground. Then
n, Le
= 0,
0 and the anntenna and grround plane now
n
consists of a
sin
ngle, continuouus metal layerr. In this modeel the antennaa can
also be printed in
i a single meetal sheet and afterwards folded
propriately. Inn Fig. 7(b) thee fabricated prrototype is shoown.
app
Forr the prototyppe, a copper foil of 0.2 mm
m thickness was
useed.
The returrn loss of thee modified anttenna that has no
‘baackground’ (a term that willl be used to refer
r
to the paart of
thee ground planne behind thee shorting waall, which would
inccrease the diffficulty of fab
brication duee to the needd for
con
nducting gluee, solder, or welding) is shown
s
in Fig
g. 8.
Results show sm
mall differencees from the preliminary deesign
nd most impoortantly exhibbit a
thaat has a ‘bacckground’, an
cen
ntre frequencyy shift of only 1%. This shift
s
is practiccally
neg
gligible whenn one consideers the ease of
o fabrication and
abssence of condductive glue, soldering,
s
or welding,
w
thankks to
thee folding of thhe copper sheeet layer. The frequency shiift is
also expected as
a the total leength of the structure sligghtly
inccreases, as expplained throug
gh the inset scchematic of Fiig 8a.

4. Confirmation of Scalin
ng to Another Frequenc
cy
In Table I, all dimensio
ons are given aas functions off λ0.
Sincce the presentted antenna usses free-space as its substratte, it
is expected
e
that its linear scaaling will be feasible and will
w
exhhibit good rad
diation characcteristics at other
o
frequenccies.
Herrein, a scaling factor K was used as: K = finitial / fdesired was
w
usedd, with finitial = fc = 5.14 GHz.
G
Having the
t K factor, any
new
w antenna can be designed by
b multiplyingg each dimenssion
withh K. The geneeral shape of an antenna thhat will operatte at
halff the frequencyy of the propoosed will then be the same as
a in
Fig. 7(b). Such a scaled antenn
na will have thhe same fractioonal
banndwidth and similar |S11| response. Onn Table IV, the
dim
mensions of th
he scaled anttenna are shoown, and Fig
g. 9
shows the two fabricated
f
proototypes (origginal and scaled).
Thee return loss along
a
with sim
mulated and measured
m
radiattion
pattterns are depiicted in Fig. 10. In Table V, its significcant
freqquencies are given. What is importantt is revealed by
direectly comparinng the electriccal dimensionns (λ0) with thhose
from
m Table I, which
w
justifiees and validdates the usee of
freqquency scalingg: i.e. every leength of the scaled
s
design has
the exact same reelation to λ0 ass the original.
Tab
ble 3 Importannt Frequencies of Proposedd Antenna
Simulated Measured
M
Simulatedd Measured
fL 4.43 GHz 44.32 GHz fU
5.51 GHz 5.61 GHz
4.97 GHz 4.96 GHz
4.62 GHz 4.58
4 GHz fC
1
26.06 %
f2 5.35 GHz 5.45
5 GHz ΔffBW 21.7 %

(a)

(b)

Figg. 7. The propo
osed modifiedd E-shaped paatch antenna. The
anteenna is positiooned on the ed
dge of the patcch.
(a) Simulated laayout.
(b) Fabricated prototype
p
com
mpared with thhe one Euro coin
c
that has a diiameter of 23.2
25 mm.
5. Combining
g Antennas for Multiban
nd Operation
The twoo antennas are
a
placed side
s
by side to
chaaracterize theiir behaviour and coupling for multibband
opeeration. The key
k to this com
mbination is tthe preventionn of
an electrical con
nnection betw
ween the twoo ground plaanes
sincce both are paarts of the rad
diating structuures. The lackk of
elecctrical connecction is preferrred as then each
e
antenna has
an independent ground planee that does not
n need furtther
alteerations. This gives us thee ability to combine differrent
anteennas of the same kind in
i order to obtain
o
multibband
behhaviour. The antennas
a
are used
u
simultaneeously in ordeer to
achhieve a multibband characterr and measurre their coupling.
4

The antennas aree placed as shhown in Fig. 9 and the distaance
bettween their ground planees is more than
t
λ0/10. This
T
disstance was sellected after teesting and in order
o
to obtainn an
oveerall compactt size of thee two-antennaa structure while
w
maaintaining perfformance requ
uirements.Thee total size off the
new
w antenna sysstem is 60.5 mm
m x 36 mm,, which is smaller
thaan the area occcupied by earllier designs (ee.g. [5]) wheree the
2.4
4 GHz antenna required 10
00 mm × 62.5 mm. Figuress 10,
11 and 12 show simulated and measureed results off the
stru
ucture. The aantennas can be
b fed by 2 different
d
portss, or
thrrough a coupleer if only one port is used.
(a)

(a)
(
(b
b)

((b)
Fig
g. 8. Return looss results of proposed
p
anteenna.
(a) Comparison of simulated return
r
loss off the antenna
(wiithout backgroound) for easyy folding and fabrication,
f
with
w
thee preliminary design
d
(with background)).
b
The similar S11
plo
ots justify the pproposed geom
metry. Insets show
s
the side
vieew of the two aantennas: (topp design) with background, and
(bo
ottom design) proposed
p
design without baackground.
(b) Simulated annd measured return
r
loss of the
t proposed
anttenna, achieviing a larger th
han 20% banddwidth with loow
lossses.

(
(c)

(e))

(d
d)

F
Fig. 10.Scaledd antenna simulated and meeasured results::
((a) return losss, and
((b-e) radiationn patterns: (b)) E plane at f1 = 2.31 GHz, (c)
E
E-plane at f2 = 2.71 GHz, (d)) H-plane at f1 = 2.31 GHz an
nd
((e) H-plane at f2 = 5.42 GHzz.

Tab
ble 4 Dimensiions of Scaledd Antenna
Param
m. Length
Param
m. Length
λ0
(mm)
(mm)
Groound
E-shhaped
patcch
E-ppatch
possition
L-shhaped
probbe
Striips

λ0

WG
WP
LP
Le

36
31
23
3

0.3312
0.2268
0.1199
0.0026

LG
Ladd
H

38
0.6
6

0.3329
0.0005
0.0051

Loffset
Lf
W1,W3
W2
W12,W23
2

4.5
12.5
6
7
6

0.0039
0.1108
0.0051
0.006
0.0051

Wf
H

11.5
3.3

0.0099
0.0028

L12
L23

3
2

0.0025
0.0017

Fig
g. 9. Photo off the two fabriccated prototyppes for 5 GHz (left)
and
d 2.5 GHz (riight) operation. The antennnas are placedd on
sep
parate groundd for increasedd isolation.
5

Ta
able 5 Importaant Frequenciees of Scaled Antenna
A
Simulated Measured
Simulatedd Measured
fL' 2.24 GHz 2.20
2
GHz fU' 2.74 GHzz 2.80 GHz
f1' 2.32 GHz 2.31
2
GHz fC' 2.49 GHzz 2.50 GHz
24.25%
f2' 2.66 GHz 22.71 GHz ΔffBW 20.25%
The simuulated |S21| th
hat is used too characterizee the
mu
utual couplingg between the two antennass is below -30 dB,
wh
hich indicatess insignificantt coupling annd high isolaation
bettween the twoo antennas (|S
S12| is omittedd by reciproccity).
The measured coupling is eveen lower, withh values arouund dB. Although the simulatedd and measureed values diffeer by
50d
abo
out 15dB, the percentage off coupled pow
wer is less than
n 0.1%
and
d is therefore very small. The
T fact that the two antennnas
do not radiate at the sam
me frequenciees facilitates the
n a tightly packed antenna array.
a
plaacement of botth antennas in
Fro
om the |S11| annd |S22| we seee the dual-bandd operation.

couupling was ch
haracterized an
nd the dual-band performaance
wass demonstrateed. Multiple antennas of this
t
kind cann be
used simultaneouusly in order to
t operate at ddifferent band
ds to
achhieve multiban
nd behavior, or
o broaden thee bandwidth of
o a
singgle band. Thee proposed dessign can be particularly useful
in multiband
m
arraay configuratiions through tthe demonstraated
scalling and tigght packing, as well as
a for wearaable
appplications.
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6. Conclusio
on
In this ppaper the geo
ometry of ann E-shaped patch
p
anttenna has beenn proposed thhat, comparedd to existing sttateof--the-art, has w
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